
Newsbyte: SAP Simplifies Urban E-Governance With Scytl,
Riva Modeling Systems and Rolta
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BARCELONA, Spain, Nov. 18, 2014 /PRNewswire/ -- At the Smart Cities Expo and World
(http://www.smartcityexpo.com/) Congress (SWEWC) in Barcelona, SAP SE (http://www.sap.com/) (NYSE:
SAP (http://studio-5.financialcontent.com/prnews?Page=Quote&Ticker=SAP)) today highlighted how it is
working with partners to simplify key local government functions. Unrivaled public sector experience has
shaped the SAP® Urban Matters (http://global.sap.com/demos/richmedia/videos/sap-urban-matters-better-
cities-better-lives-12-ov-us.epx) program, which is premised on the belief that cities need more than cutting-
edge technology alone to meet today's challenges; sound management, quality of life, transparency and
sustainable economic development are the foundations for long-term success. SAP's themes at this year's
SWEWC include citizen participation, accessibility, auditable elections and efficient infrastructure
management. 
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Through organizations such as the C40 (http://www.c40.org/), mayors and urban leaders are assuming a
higher profile on national and global stages. Barcelona-based Scytl, the worldwide leader in secure online
voting, is helping cities harness growing public interest in urban affairs. Scytl's secure online voting solutions
and citizen engagement tools, several of which are powered by SAP HANA®, are helping cities to improve
voter participation, community engagement and transparency. These in turn lead to better-governed
communities with more ability to gather revenue, improve services and attract new residents and investment.
In July, Scytl received US$20 million in venture funding from Sapphire Ventures
(http://sapphireventures.com/), the independent venture capital firm spun out of SAP. Scytl solutions will be
offered to municipal SAP customers as part of the SAP Urban Matters program, which includes globally
refined tools for urban management.

In addition to consulting with citizens and facing voters, urban leaders need help with hands-on management
of cities that are increasingly laced with connected devices, vehicles and assets. Riva Modeling Systems, a
Toronto-based provider of long-range asset management planning solutions for the public sector and
utilities, makes use of SAP HANA, SAP Business Objects™ business intelligence solutions and the SAP
Project and Portfolio Management application to help local governments efficiently manage their diverse
assets.

SAP and Rolta, a leading provider of innovative IT solutions for many vertical segments, have partnered to
combine SAP's public safety offerings with Rolta's solutions, including Rolta Command and Control™, which
provides sensor-based real-time situational awareness, and Rolta GeoCAD™, a spatially-enabled computer
aided dispatch suite that seamlessly integrates with SAP HANA.

"Through our relationships with partners like Scytl, Riva Modeling and Rolta, SAP is bringing customers the
best of both worlds — specialized, innovative solutions that also draw on the worldwide public sector
experience gained by SAP over the past 40 years," said Sean O'Brien, global vice president for Urban
Matters and Public Security, SAP. "As factors such as climate change thrust urban leaders to the fore of
international affairs, city managers need many of the advanced tools and management practices previously
seen only in national governments."

With many new challenges facing urban areas today, the SAP Urban Matters initiative helps governments
improve the lives of people by delivering smarter, more effective services. The program addresses and
supports the fundamentals of good government by empowering public officials to be more productive,
increasing community engagement and openness, driving innovation around government service delivery
and improving urban resilience to help public safety and security.

SCWEC attendees are invited to visit SAP, Scytl and Riva Modeling at booth C318 in Hall 2.

For more information, visit the SAP News Center (http://www.news-sap.com/). Follow SAP on Twitter at
@sapnews (http://twitter.com/sapnews/).
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Any statements contained in this document that are not historical facts are forward-looking statements as
defined in the U.S. Private Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Words such as "anticipate," "believe,"
"estimate," "expect," "forecast," "intend," "may," "plan," "project," "predict," "should" and "will" and similar
expressions as they relate to SAP are intended to identify such forward-looking statements. SAP undertakes
no obligation to publicly update or revise any forward-looking statements. All forward-looking statements are
subject to various risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from
expectations. The factors that could affect SAP's future financial results are discussed more fully in SAP's
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filings with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission ("SEC"), including SAP's most recent Annual
Report on Form 20-F filed with the SEC. Readers are cautioned not to place undue reliance on these
forward-looking statements, which speak only as of their dates.
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